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A violation of Technical Specifications (Tech Spec's) occurred on March 24,
1986, at 0800 hours, when both trains of the Auxiliary Feedwater (CA)
System were unknowingly inoperable for over 6 hours and appropriate Tech
Spec action statements were not followed. A discharge valve for the Train '

A Motor Driven CA pumps had been tagged in the open position on March 22,
1986, at 1740 hours, because it would not remain open with power applied to
the valve operator. It was not realized that this made Train A inoperable. |On March 24, 1986, at 0200 hours, Train B was removed from service for
maintenance on a support cooling system, rendering both trains technically
inoperable. Both trains were returned to service on March 25, at 1430
hours. The unit was at 100% power at the time of this event.

This incident is assigned Cause Code A, Personnel Error, because '

supervision did not recognize that CA Train A was inoperable when the
discharge valve was opened and power was removed from its operator.

,

This incident is reportable pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73, Section (a)(2)(1)(B).
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BACKGROUND

The Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) System (EIIS:BA) assures adequate feedwater
supply to the Steam Generator (S/G's) in the event of loss of the Main
Feedwater System (EIIS:SJ). Three CA pumps ata provided, two motor driven,.

and one turbine driven. Each CA pump can provide the minimum total
feedwater requirements to at least two S/G's. Be~cause the CA System is the .

'

only sourca of feedwater to the S/G's for decay heat removal when the Main '

Feedwater System becomes unavailable, it has been designed with special
considerations. One of these special designs is for automatic runout
protection for the Motor Driven CA pumps. The motor operated isolation
valves on the motor driven pump supply lines to S/G's B and C will close
individually and automatically on a high pump discharge flow setpoint of
780 gpm increasing flow, indicating excessive pump runout. If motor driven
CA Pump A starts on an automatic start signal, and the flow transmitter
across its discharge flow orifice actuates the setpoint alarm module on 780
gpm increasing flow, valve CA58A will automatically close. Following a
similar logic, valve CA46B will close if Motor Driven CA Pump B experiences
high runout flow. In the highly unlikely event that both A and B pumps
experience high runout flow simultaneously, both valves CA58A and CA46B
will automatically close.

Technical Specification (Tech Spec) 3.7.1.2 requires that with one train of
the CA System inoperable, the train must be made operable within 72 hours,
or be in Hot Standby in 6 hours and in Hot Shutdown within the following 6
hours. Tech Spec 3.7.1.2 also requires that with two trains of the CA
System inoperable, the unit must be in Hot Standby within 6 hours, and in
Hot Shutdown within the following 6 hours.

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT

On March 22, 1986, at 1634 hours, a computer alarm was received in the
Control Room, indicating that valve ICA58A, S/G 1B isolation from motor
driven CA Pump 1A, was in the closed position. An attempt was made to open
the valve from the Control Room with no success. A Nuclear Equipment
Operator (NEO) was dispatched to open the valve manually, but the valve
promptly closed again. At 1730 hours, a Work Request was initiated to
investigate and repair the spurious valve closure. At 1740 hours, the
power source for ICA58A was tagged, and the valve was left open to assure a
flowpath to S/G 1B. Supervision was not aware, at this time, that tagging
ICA58A open made the train inoperable due to the lack of runout protection
for motor driven CA Pump 1A. The Shift Supervisor phoned the Duty
Licensing Staff technician about the problem with ICA58A, and it was !

decided that the best alternative was to tag the valve open to assure a
flowpath to the S/G's. Also, Supervision discussed alternate means of
runout protection, and it was felt that Operators could recognize and
control pump runout if the condition had arisen.
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On March 24, 1986, at 0200 hours, Train B of the Component Cooling (KC)
System (EIIS:CC) was removed from service, in order to chemically clean the
KC heat exchanger (HX). This rendered Train B of the CA System inoperable,
since the CA Pump motors are cooled by the KC System. This was entered in,

the Tech Spec Action Item Logbook (TSAIL) and the unit entered into the 72
hour action statement of Tech Spec 3.7.1.2.

dn March 25, 1986, at approximately 1030 hours, while reviewing CA System
status, personnel recognized that Train A of the CA System was also
inoperable, because of the lack of runout protection for Motor Driven CA
Pump 1A. At 1039 hours, the 6 hour action statement of Tech Spec 3.7.1.2
was entered. This was entered into the TSAIL, and efforts were put into
making at least one train of CA operable again. The priority of the work
request to repair valve ICA58A was upgraded and work began immediately.
The red tags for the KC HX cleaning were also retrieved, in an attempt to
make Train B of CA operable. It was discovered that the diaphragm of the
isolation valve on the low pressure side of the CA Pump 1A discharge flow
transmitter was defective, causing the flow transmitter to be pegged high.
A new valve was installed, and Train A of the CA System became operable
again. Also at approximately the same time, red tags for the KC HX
cleaning were cleared. At 1430 hours, both trains of the CA System were
declared operable, and the action statements of Tech Spec 3.7.1.2 were
exited.

CONCLUSIONS

This incident is assigned Cause Code A, Personnel Error, because
supervision failed to recognize that CA Train A was inoperable, after
disabling the Train A feedwater pumps runout protection. Train A was not
declared inoperable at 1634 hours, on March 22, when the problem with valve
ICA58A was first discovered, and the 72 hour action statement of Tech Spec
3.7.1.2 was not entered at that time.

It was discovered that valve ICA58A was going closed because the isolation
valve on the low pressure side of the flow transmitter was defective,
causing the transmitter to peg high. The erroneous high flow signal from
the flow transmitter caused valve ICA58A to keep going closed, per its
runout protection logic.

The defective isolation valve for the CA flow transmitter was a Dragon
valve, model number 160HWV28S, 1/2 inch, stainless steel valve. The
icolation valve itself is not reportable to NPRDS, but since it affected
the CA flow transmitter, ICAFT5000, this failure is reportable to NPRDS.
There have been no previous failures of this type Dragon valve reported to
NPRDS.

.
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CORRECTIVE ACTION

(1) The work request priority for valve ICA53A was upgraded, and personnel
began repairing the flow transmitter's isolation valve, to make CA.

Train A operable.

~

(2) The red tags for Train B of the KC System HX cleaning were retrieved
to make CA Train B operable.

(3) This incident was discussed at the Shift Supervisors' Meeting on April
18, 1986.

(4) An update, concerning this incident, and dual function valves in
general; was routhd to all licensed Operations personnel.

(5) This incident, and the dual function of valve 1CA58A, is to be
discussed in terms of system operability, during the 3rd segment of
Operator Requalification.

(6) The role of dual function valves during andlyzed plant accidents will
be evaluated. Appropriate training and/or procedure changes will be
provided to reduce the chance of recurrence of this type of incident.

SAFETY ANALYSIS

Although both M'otor Driven CA puryps were technically inoperable during this
incident,Jprokpt operator action would have ensured that the minimum
requirements of feedwater flow to'at least two S/G's would have been met.
If a runout. condition had occurred for Motor Driven CA Pump 1A, operators
could have. aligned Motor Driven Pump 1A'and the Turbine Driven CA Pump to

|at least two effective steam generators. Steam generator levels were
.

constant during this event, and. adequate core heat removal capability was '

availabib at all times. '

.n -

The health and. safety of the public were not.affected by this incident.
I
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DUKE POWER GOMPANY
P.O. BOK G3189

CHAHLOTTE. N.C. 28242
HAl.B. TUCKER TELEPHONE

(704) 373-4531vuos russioen,

.m. . .

April 24, 1986

,

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: Catawba Nuclear Station, Unit 1
Docket No. 50-413

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 Section (a) (1) and (d), attached is Licensee
Event Report 413/86-18 concerning both trains of'the Auxiliary Feedwater
System being inoperable due to a personnel error. This event was
considered to be of no significance with respect to the health and safety
of the public.

Very truly yours,

2/ DBL / n,

Hal B. Tucker

RM): sib
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' Docu:snt Control Dazk
- April 24, 1986
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A

I xc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
;

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW,. Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

i
-

American Nuclear Insurers '

c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Libraryi

The Exchange, Suite 245'

270 Farmington Avenue
Farmington, CT 06032

M&M Nuclear Consultants
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020 t

4

INPO Records Center
Suite 1500

!
1 1100 circle 75 Parkway

;
1 Atlanta, Georgia 30339 '

NRC Resident Inspector
Catawba Nuclear Station
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